
 

Capac’s FIRST Robotics Team, Metal and Soul embarked on an adventure of Global proportion.                     

Last week the team took part in several overseas Skype’s at the invitation of renowned educator                          

Professor Stephen Heppell. The students Skype was into the 2013 BETT (British Education Technolo-

gy Training) Show held in London’s’ Excel Arena. 

  BETT is a global community where individuals discover technology for education and lifelong learn-

ing. BETT embraces innovative solutions that inspire, in order to shape and improve the way people 

learn from classroom to boardroom.  

  In times where modern learning environments are becoming more mobile and 'learning anywhere'                         

is more of a possibility, BETT gives visitors the opportunity to explore how technology can power 

learning, raise attainment and increase efficiency. 

 Professor Stephen Heppell has been described as "Europe's leading online learning expert" and                  

"the most influential academic of recent years in the field of technology and education". Every year, 

Stephen sets up camp for four days at the heart of the BETT exhibition, giving live demonstrations                     

of how creativity, flexibility and technology can combine to transform learning and teaching in 

schools.  

At BETT 2013, Stephen widened his focus, letting visitors explore the freshest thinking and the best 

work happening in schools, colleges, universities and in the workplace. In an era of tight money,                 

helping each other with learning is attractive, but a series of global trends have shown it also to be 

desirable, and highly effective. 

   Metal and Souls Skype shared their FIRST Robotics program with BETT Visitors, numbering in                    

excess of 30,000, at Stephens “Learning Together” Central feature stand. The team demonstrated 

their 2012 Robot, shared the Challenge and their design plans for how they will tackle this year’s 

game. They also inspired students in attendance to look toward STEM (Science, Technology,                              

Engineering, and Math) careers. 

  Stephen thanked the students for sharing their hard work saying. “You are truly heroes to us.                        

We are just amazed with all that you do. On Wednesdays Skype your guys were SO good  - half the 

audience went off to build robots!! You are becoming the example of how things should be done 

across Europe.” 
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Metal and Soul appear Live via Skype at the 2013 BETT  Show in London’s Excel Arena. The Students  where               

invited by renown Educator Dr. Stephen Heppell to share with visitors their past and present activities as a FIRST 

Team and the impact it has on their career choices.  As you can see they drew  quite a crowd. 
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The FIRST Robotics Program at Capac Community  

Schools relies solely on Individual and Corporate                

sponsors and team sponsored fundraisers for their  

funding.  Donations at any level  can be directed to: 

Capac Community Schools 

Robotics Team #2604 “Metal & Soul” 

  403 N. Glassford 

Capac, MI 48014 

Inquiries can be made to the  

mentors listed to the left. 

An exchange student doing Robotics 

By Monika Haubro 

Last year in August I arrived in a small town in America. I came 
from a small country named Denmark( Denmark is barely larger 
than half the size of Michigan), and this was my first time in 
America, and I was now living with my new family in Capac.   As 
I got settled, I was asked by a good friend of mine if I wanted to 
join FIRST Robotics team Metal & Soul 2604. Honestly, I had 
never heard of FIRST before, but it seemed interesting so I 
joined. 
A couple of weeks ago, we were introduced to this year's 
game; Ultimate Ascent. We have to build a robot capable of 
shooting Frisbee’s into goals, and climb a tower in order to get 
points to win the game. Compared to everything I've learned 
about the prior year's games, this is truly a challenge to the 
teams competing in Robotics. Being a part of this Robotics 
team let me improve my mathematical skills, as well as my 
technical skills, while having fun with my new friends here in 
America. Here in Capac our team is a mix of students from 7th 
grade, all the way through 12th graders as myself. I think it's 
amazing how being a part of FIRST gives so many opportunities 
for young Americans to get scholarships leading towards STEM
(Science Technnology Engineering and Mathematics) careers. I 
am personally leading toward the math category,  and especial-
ly insurance math is something I'm thinking about choosing 
when going to college.   
Go Metal & Soul! 

FIRST Year “ROOKIE” 

By Samantha “Samdalf” Rosati 

When I first came to the Robotics meetings, I didn’t know a lot 
about building a robot. A majority of the members were upper-
classmen, and had already taken classes like Physics and Geom-
etry. I was a freshman, and by not having Algebra 2a since the 
summer, I was a little behind. I had to ask what various things 
meant, and didn’t understand a great deal of information they 
were throwing at me. So, for a while, I sat back and watched. I 
tossed up my ideas (along with others), and everyone was un-
derstanding with each other.  

After the robot building started, and after some heated         
discussions and stressful situations, we got the robot ready for 
bag day. With only needing some finishing touches, I believe 
that we will have good luck this season. Now all we need to get 
through is the competitions... 



 

 


